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Abstract. Smart Library as an archetype of future library systems is presented
in this paper. Smart Library is an innovative system converging the cuttingedge information technology. The functional requirements of Smart Library
Systems by considering the users’ demands and the eco-systems of information
technology is described. The referential framework that can accommodate
functional requirements and provide smart knowledge services to the users
through the diverse smart devices is also shown.
Keywords: smart library, Linked Open Data (LOD), cloud computing, smart
mobile computing.

1

Introduction

The global dissemination of the multi-tenant, ubiquitous information gadgets such as
smart phones, tablets and wearable devices linked with the Internet and the prevalence
of smart information services has provoked the radical innovation of library systems.
Obviously, library systems have been also transformed into e-library, digital library
and semantic digital library according to the evolution of information technology [1,
2]. However, the recent smart information technology requests the fundamental
innovation of library systems, not the adoption of digital information resources.
Library 2.0 inspired by Web 2.0 opens the new insight for library functions by
means of openness, share, participation and collaboration through users networking.
Digital Library (DL) has flourished the support of digitized resources through highspeed global networks to the diverse information appliances. It is very common to
access knowledge services provided by DL elsewhere with smart mobile devices.
Under this circumstance, semantic interoperability among knowledge services has
become more important. To resolve the bottleneck of the proliferation of DL,
semantic library using the common metadata and ontology, sometimes called Library
3.0, has been studied [3, 4]. A formalized standard representation schema for
heterogeneous knowledge resources is necessary to realize semantic interoperability
in the global network environment. Linked Open Data (LOD) widely used in public
domains is applied into the library systems.
For the future library systems, a new innovative library system considering the
requirements of library services as well as the eco-systems of information technology
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is required for the seamless evolution of library systems. This paper describes the
referential model of Smart Library as an archetype of future library systems.

2

Evolution of Library Information Systems

Since the main business objects of the library are knowledge resources, the library
information systems are heavily influenced by means of the evolution of information.
On the proliferation of electronic resources such as audio, images, videos and texts,
electronic library (e-Library) has been appeared to manage electronic resources
effectively. The library information systems also have rapidly evolved into the digital
library aiming to realize integration and interoperability of information resources
under distributed computing environment based on the Internet and computer
networks. This kind of the transition of library information systems is to
accommodate new library resources due to the innovation of information technology,
neither the users’ requirements nor the new service support. The purpose of e-Library
or more generally digital library is to control electronically digitized information
resources of various media and formats and provide service on open information
access by establishing a large scale repository of electronic information resource.
These systems still have used traditional management techniques such as MARC and
metadata.
The Web technology accelerated open access of Web-based information resources
and provided diverse services. Web 2.0 had proposed the ethos of Web technology
that can be summarized into 4 important properties: openness, share, participation and
collaboration through users networking. Library 2.0, the library information systems
accommodating the ethos of Web 2.0, become the moment of the intrinsic
transformation of library information systems. Library information systems are
advanced towards user-oriented, service-oriented open systems.
Although library information services have been remarkably innovated, more
intelligent information services are hindered by semantic interoperability among
heterogeneous library systems. For innovative service system and information
resources management, more fundamental approach is demanded. LOD originated
from Semantic Web is applied to resolve these problems. Tripled-based description of
knowledge resources in the library can be realized the global knowledge space by
interweaved library information systems.
The evolution of library information systems have been was largely focused on
providing various web-based services and interoperable description of knowledge
resources. However, the seamless integration of related technologies are important
and the innovated library information systems also consider the paradigm shift caused
by smart mobile technology.

3

A Reference Model of Smart Library Systems

Smart Library is an innovative system adopting recent information technology and an
enhanced service system from the view point of a new library culture. Consequently,
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it should offer the progressive functions that can accommodate a new technological,
cultural transformation beyond the digital library. In this section, the functional
requirements of Smart Library Systems are derived from the eco-system of the current
smart information environment. And the referential architecture of Smart Library
Systems is presented.
3.1

Functional Requirements of Smart Library Systems

Smart Library Systems are the convergence application of the forefront information
technology from the point of view of the publication of smart services for knowledge
resources in the library. Considering the users’ demands and the eco-systems of
information technology, the functional requirements can be summarized into 4
categories as follows:
Knowledge resource network: Since the primary goal of the library is the
management of the published knowledge resources, the efficient organization of
knowledge resources are the basis of library systems. According to the advancement
of information technology, the diverse knowledge resources have been newly advent
and traditional resources are transformed into digital forms. To represent
bibliographic information, various methods have been used such as metadata,
thesaurus, taxonomy and ontology. However, LOD is widely accepted as a powerful
enabler to realize semantic interoperability of knowledge representation of the hyperconnected knowledge resources. LOD is a new vehicle to represent and deliver
bibliographic information in the global knowledge space.
Library social network: The library is transformed into the community center for
knowledge concert from the traditional repository of knowledge resources. The
library becomes the knowledge hub of cultural, educational and entertainment
activities. Besides, the active user participation in library business is opened and
encouraged. The library system should play a role of social network hub to provide
knowledge activities and business participation of users.
Smart service network: The quality and diversity of information services as the
product of the library should prove the justification of the unique role of the library,
compared with services provided by the Internet portals. The library systems should
have the efficient information acquisition functions for their own business as well as
offer ubiquitous smart services over smart devices. For the realization of smart library
services, cloud computing is the essential infrastructure to develop sustainable
services.
Technology network: Library information systems are indeed the convergence of
information technologies. Library information systems need service-oriented
architecture to implement business functions, cloud computing technology such as
SaaS for the diverse services, ontology and Linked Data to represent semantically
interoperable information, mobile computing to deliver smart services and ubiquitous
computing for the efficient management of information resources. In addition to these,
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advanced network technologies are used for the infrastructure of library information
systems.
3.2

Reference Framework of Smart Library Systems

The referential architecture of Smart Library Systems consists of 4 layers: resource
layer, core layer, service layer and delivery layer. The resource layer is for the
management of 3 major resources of library systems. Digital resources for the
conventional library functions that usually manage digital library resources, triples of
bibliographic LOD and library services components. The prominent properties of
these resources are to supports semantic interoperability and reuse. The core layer
consists of several components that can be classified into 3 categories.
The conventional library business functions are fully supported for the sustainable
innovation of library systems. LOD management is to endorse the new paradigm of
library systems to realize the global knowledge network of library resources. Several
components such as LOD platform including triple storage, mapping tools to convert
bibliographic database, search engine, RDF browser and SPARQL engine are
indispensable subsystems. Library social network and service components are to
support the diverse smart services for the users. Knowledge services are provided in
service layer in the form of private or public cloud. In the delivery layer, the rich user
experience of knowledge services are delivered through the diverse mobile devices.

Fig. 1. Referential Architecture of Smart Library

Since the main business objects of the library are knowledge resources, library
information systems should have to use the cutting-edge information technology.
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Smart Library Systems are based on the innovative information technology such as
cloud computing, ubiquitous computing, mobile computing, linked data and Big Data
as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, since these technologies are at the level of practical
applications, Smart Library Systems can be realized through the seamless integration
in open system environment. The migration of the traditional bibliographic
information into linked data, especially, has been accomplished in various ways [6, 7].

4

Conclusion

This paper presents Smart Library Systems as a model of future library information
systems. The library information systems are rapidly innovated by means of the
evolution of information. Especially, smart computing leads the fundamental
revolution of library information systems. Smart Library Systems can achieve the
seamless integration of the cutting-edge information technology that bring the rich
knowledge services into the library.
This paper analyses the functional requirements of Smart Library Systems by
considering the users’ demands and the eco-systems of information technology. The
referential framework is proposed to accommodate functional requirements and
provide smart knowledge services to the users in the global environment. Since Smart
Library Systems are typical application of the technology convergence, it can be
effectively implemented in open system environment.
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